Values remain long after school is over.

Jessica Lue, Daniel Lim and Siow Ling Ong, School of Accountancy, Singapore Management University.

SMU is well known for its innovative, broad-based and inter-disciplinary curriculum and its interactive pedagogy taught in stimulating seminar-room environments. Students learn to think for themselves and to act with others in mind. This produces a level of intellectual maturity that sets them apart: the 'hard' skills of critical analysis and the 'soft' skills in communication, leadership and team-building. Studies in social and ethical responsibility and active involvement in community service - 'head' skills - combine with a learning experience that creates the 'whole' person. It opens a new generation of all-round graduates, many now excelling in a variety of careers and making meaningful contributions to businesses and society. You see, the values our students inherit will stand them in good stead - now and long after they have left school.

WELCOME TO SMU. DISCOVER A DIFFERENT U.

Apply at www.smu.edu.sg/admissions by 8 April 2011.